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HAIRSTYLIST

Hairstylist
For Cinzia Luison, owner of the salon, the pursuit of beauty is first and foremost looking for a deep
well-being, while respecting and protecting the environment. Following this principle carefully selects
products based on natural elements, in line with Eastern philosophy Ayurvedic, based on respect for
the environment and the search for balance mind and body. The exploitation of natural products and
the preparation towards the research of innovative beauty reflect the philosophy based on the search
for harmony between technology and welfare that drives the team, consisting of five valid elements,
always attentive to welcome every customer with courtesy and professionalism and suggest
personalized treatments for the well-being of skin and hair.

Coiffure - Aesthetics
The beauty salon is refined design, designed to preserve efficiency and distinction. The exploitation
of natural products and the choice of neutral colors, white and cream with detail of wooden furniture
from pure and essential design, help to create a relaxing environment where each treatment trasfoma
in a pleasant moment of self-care. Light wood floors, wooden furniture and leather seats from the
steel structure are combined with neutral tones, selected according to the benefits of color therapy to
create a relaxing atmosphere within the salon and cabin reserved for body treatments and stone
-massage. The treatments are designed to meet the individual needs of each guest. After each
treatment, we can suggest a program to continue the ritual Aveda experience in the comfort of your
home.
Contacts
Tuesday to Thursday: 08:00 to 12:00 / 14:30 to 19:00
Friday & Saturday: 08:00 to 19:00
Services by appointment - Service wives at home
Relax & Massage - Music & Bar - Public parking
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